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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2594158A1] A built-in appliance assembly ( 200 ) is proposed. The built-in appliance assembly comprises a cooking appliance ( 205 )
having a cooking cavity ( 240 ) for storing food to be cooked and an appliance door ( 235 ) hinged to an appliance body for closing access to said
cooking cavity. The built-in appliance assembly further comprises a furniture element ( 100 ) having at least one compartment ( 210 ), delimited by
a lower shelf (210a), an upper shelf ( 210b ), and two opposite shoulders ( 210c, 210d ) of the furniture element, for housing the cooking appliance,
and panels ( 120b, 120c ) for closing access to said at least one compartment. In the solution according to the present invention, said panels
comprise a first panel ( 120c ) hinged ( 230) to the furniture element and coupled to the appliance door by means of a sliding coupling ( 250 )
configured to cause the appliance door pivot together with the first panel when the first panel is pivoted between a closed position closing access
to the cooking cavity and an open position allowing access to the cooking cavity. The panels further comprises a second panel ( 120b ) moveable
between a closed position in which it closes access to a top section ( 305 ) of the cooking appliance and an open position allowing access to said
top section.
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